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February 26th and 27th nine SAI employees volunteered their time to help the
Page Foundation’s annual Georgia Academic Decathlon (GAD) competition held
at Berkmar High School in Gwinnett County, GA. Over 200 students from 24
High Schools across Georgia and Tennessee participated in this 2-day, ten
subject competition covering: science, literature, art, music, social science,
economics, mathematics, professional interview, prepared and impromptu
speech, and essay with a curricular theme of India.
A quick photo was captured before Friday evening’s speech and interview
activities which included SAI employees with Cary Sell – GAD Director: (Left to
Right) Delvin Dennis, Jeremy Stout, Scott
Cantrell, Candice Wages, Craig Hill, Jeff Collar,
Louann Tracey, and Tyler Dobson. Jaysen
Hortenstine and Supreeya Miller (not pictured
above) were unable to participate in Friday’s
events but helped out Saturday during the
Super Bowl Quiz.
We did manage to get both Jaysen and
Supreeya to agree to a photo op in support of
their participation.
- Tyler Dobson, President & CEO
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We would like to welcome 4
newbies to the SAI team…

Fraser Dorsey
Panama City, FL
Dept. - Operations

Trenton McLeod
Industry, GA
Dept. - Software Engineering

William Arnold
Kansas City, KS
Dept. - Software Engineering

Jordan White
Kennesaw, GA
Dept. - Software Engineering

When Systems Atlanta, Inc. (SAI)
November 3, 1992
installed the first IDS4 at Southern
Bill Clinton was elected
California TRACON (SCT) in 1992,
the 42nd President of
we did not imagine that the
the United States
program would still be going strong in
the National Airspace System (NAS) over 25
years later. Similar to the first Personal Computer (PC) I bought around
the same time, the then state-of-the-art IDS4 workstation ran on disk
operating system (DOS), with a 486 processor, 4 megabytes of
memory, and a 120-megabyte hard drive. While I have
upgraded
PC’s countless times since then, the IDS4 system is still
deployed throughout the FAA today successfully
An average MP3
fulfilling its mission. Without hesitation, I can
song is equal to 3.5MB
easily say the success of this product and the
and a Blu-ray movie is
stability it has given the FAA over these past
decades is truly mind boggling – over two and a
20,000-25,000MB!
half decades of constant use!

IDS4 System
Support

SAI’s Newest Additions

Quarterly

Although it has been more than 25 years, SAI has seamlessly supported and
sustained the FAA IDS4 program; first through regional support contracts and
now through the NAS wide support contract
first
established in 2003. SAI is a small business
The average age of
that takes extreme pride in the IDS4 program
vehicles on the road today is
and the support provided to this critical
only 11.4 years old according
component of the air traffic control system,
to IHS Automotive
from its initial installation and now moving
into the foreseeable future.
As a testament to our company, we have always maintained a high-caliber,
superb team of programmers, developers, engineers, and support staff that
have been supporting IDS4 systems from the very beginning. However, for
today’s younger work force, who started out working on Windows XP and later
operating systems, the DOS File System is a foreign concept. This has presented
its own challenges; but at the same time has provided our most senior
technicians the opportunity to
mentor and develop a new
generation on an operating system
that otherwise would have only
been seen in an old movie. SAI has a
great support staff equal to the task
and while the IDS4 may have had a
few more birthdays then were
originally anticipated, it is clear that
newer isn’t always better and that
age doesn’t necessarily decrease
value.
- Larry Calhoun, Director/Operations
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User Interface Styles
and Themes in eIDS6™

To easily facilitate a common look and
feel for all the pages in an Integrated
Information Display & Dissemination
System (IDS) database the User
Interface (UI) Style Sheet was introduced in Version 1.7 of SAI’s
flagship product, IDS5TM. If the look and feel of an IDS needs to be altered it is
done in one place, the Style Sheet, without having to go to each page or each
object on a page to make the change. If a display property, like page
background color, needs to be different for a specific page then the IDS
Database Administrator can, of course, override the property defined in the
Style Sheet. SAI’s Enterprise Information Display & Dissemination System (EIDS)
product, eIDS6TM, builds on this concept by introducing the UI Theme, together
with UI Styles, and in this article we introduce the way UI Styles and Themes are
used to control the look and feel of Logical IDS’s (see “Control of Workstation
Monitors and Display Pages in eIDS6TM”, SAI Quarterly Newsletter, CY 2015, 3rd
QTR, Page 2) across the enterprise.
eIDS6TM Information Pages (see “Page Catalogs and User Profiles in eIDS6TM”,
SAI Quarterly Newsletter, CY 2015, 2nd QTR, Page 2) are composed of IDS
Objects in the same way that eIDS5TM pages are, and all objects define
properties that control how they are rendered on the page. Examples of object
properties include the foreground and background color, text font size and
color, and text style. eIDS6TM UI Styles allow the page designer to specify ways
in which an object can be displayed. UI Styles are given meaningful names that
help to describe them, like “Control Console – Grey” and “Control Console –
Grey – High Contrast”. When
a component is placed onto
an IDS Information Page it
will be displayed using the UI
Styles associated with its
Logical IDS unless the
designer selected a different
UI Style.
An IDS5TM Profile defines
which UI Style Sheet controls the look and feel of its pages, and in eIDS6 TM the
Logical IDS defines a UI Theme for the same purpose. Because each Logical IDS
is owned by an Organization within the enterprise each UI Theme is, likewise,
owned by an Organization, and each Organization may use many UI Themes to
support each Operational unit it may manage. Each UI Theme defines a set of
UI Styles that, together, establish a common look and feel for that theme. Like
UI Styles, UI Themes are given meaningful names to describe them, like
“Reactor Control Room” that might include the two UI Styles identified above.
In our next article we will describe how eIDS6TM Information Pages access the
Organization’s database, the Managed Data Repository (MDR), in order to
display or store it.
- Dan Walden, Director/Engineering

What can I do for your
organization?
Well it’s time again to begin
preparations for end of year
(EOY) projects and making
sure that you are prepared to
execute EOY funds when they
“fall from the sky”. As you
start to consider what
unfunded requirements you
may have, take the time to
evaluate your current IDS5TM,
Digital Automatic Terminal
Information Service (DATIS),
and/or any Digital Range
Information Systems (DRIS)
capabilities to determine if
there are enrichments that
can be made to enhance the
system’s ability to meet
mission needs. As funding for
non-programmed
projects
becomes more and more
difficult each year, it is
important to stay ahead of
the game as far as planning
and paperwork. I am here to
assist you in a number of ways
to include price estimates and
sole source information for
various items such as
expansion projects, product
support plans, services, and
system training classes just to
name a few.
Please do not hesitate to
reach out to me directly at
770.790.5352 or by email at
kgrassel@sysatl.com if there
is anything I can assist you
with moving forward. You can
never be overly prepared.
Happy spring!
- Ken Grassel, Director/Sales Operations

About Systems Atlanta, Inc.
Systems Atlanta, Inc. provides
comprehensive solutions and
services that address the
technology requirements of
civilian and government air
traffic control, aviation and
emergency facilities. As the
leader in the Information
Integration & Display Systems
(IDS) industry, SAI has more
than 30 years of experience
developing and implementing
IDS networks in all operational
environments anywhere in
the world. The company’s
solutions include the widely
adopted and highly tailorable
IDS5™ ISD product suite and
network engineering services.
In addition, SAI offers both
classroom and online training
courses, technical support,
program management, and
other services designed to
improve customers’ access to
information, responsiveness
situational awareness, and
operational efficiencies.

2016 Training and
Event Calendar
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Systems Atlanta is offering numerous formal training opportunities
throughout 2016 at our corporate headquarters in Kennesaw, GA.
Whether you are new to IDS5™ or an experienced IDS5™ Database
Administrator, we have training that will fit your needs.
Additionally, Systems Atlanta will be exhibiting at several conferences
in 2016. This is a perfect opportunity to get a hands-on demonstration
of the most current features and capabilities.

IDS5™ v1.7 Database Administrator Course - AAAS & AFAS Compatible
IDS5™ v1.7 Advanced Database Administrator & Maintenance Course - AAAS Compatible
IDS5™ v1.7 Advanced Database Administrator & Maintenance Course - AFAS Compatible
Closed for Holiday Observance
50th Annual International Aviation Snow Symposium in Buffalo, NY
SEC/AAAE Annual Conference and Exposition in Greenville, SC
88th Annual AAAE Conference & Exposition 2016 in Houston, TX

Systems Atlanta, Inc.
1100 Cobb International Place. NW
Kennesaw GA 30152
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770.928.0240
770.928.9396

